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Something that many of us have become used to when surfing the internet is grading 
our experiences with online content in some way. This can make people feel more con-
nected online and appeal to peoples emotions. Once someone has made their opinion 
known they have a vested interest in that content. Traditionally people gave things 
marks out of 5 but more recently this has evolved to be either positive or negative and 
within social media generally only positive. 

At the outset of this assignment we discussed mass media and global culture and draw-
ing from this we tried to apply one of the key elements of Danish design; Minimalism to 
our final solution. As we are employed by a fictional Danish design agency; ConveyIT to 
develop a web based rating system.

As the proof of concept is a demo and not fully functional we have been working with 
the evolutionary waterfall method combining a first linear approach with an Iterative 
and more adaptive working structure in the second phase of the project where it was 
possible to implement additional features.

When we were mapping out our initial project plan the PBS had four areas, these are 
illustrated below. We then divided these areas into specific tasks setting some check-
points along the way making sure that we stayed on track to complete the project on 
time. Resources were allocated to each of these tasks when estimating time. This can 
be seen in more detail in fig.1
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After analysing navigation and usability for rating websites there were some key areas 
to cover: Rating Items, browsing categories (filtering options) Contact forms and text 
info. Colour generates emotion and defines visual importance deciding the feel. Texture 
adds depth and visual interest.

One’s pulse represents the tactile arterial palpation of the heartbeat by trained finger-
tips. Rate: - the speed or frequency with which an event or circumstance occurs per unit 
of time, population, or other standard of comparison

By using scale and abstracting visual content when cropping thumb nails diversified the 
extent and depth of artistic representation.

> >
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The bredth of the content contained within the website structure that we created can 
be accessed through the primary menu within the header area. As a user nivigates 
deeper into the hierarchical structure they are using the secondary menu this is some-
thing that can be modified to filter the content in various ways  according to preferenc-
es. The page group element used in this navigation diagram above indicates that every 
item from the parent page has its  own item detail page.

The focus of this system is on Rating and showing the top rated content. We chose to 
include some extra features within hte project scope when mapping the use case model 
i.e favorites and commenting. Extra information regarding UCM, use cases descriptions 
and activity models can be seen in Figs 2,3 & 4
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Name: Rate Item
Identifier: UC01

Preconditions: User must be logged in
Basic Course:

1. Use case starts when user views individual media with full details.
2. User selects rating option
3. User is shown confirmation message
4. Use case ends when rating for item is accepted.

Post Conditions: Member only allowed to rate once per item

Name: Comments
Identifier: UC02

Preconditions: User must be logged in
Basic Course:

1. Use case starts when user views individual media with full details.
2. User writes comments
3. User submits comments
4. Use case ends when comments are added and reflected in the comments field.

Post Conditions: Members are allowed to comment 
as many times as they want.
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idmedia  INT  PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT,
media_title VARCHAR(45)
media_thumb VARCHAR(50)
media_page VARCHAR(50)
media_url VARCHAR(50)
media_desc  VARCHAR(100)
media_date TIMESTAMP 
idcategories_fkey INT
FOREIGN KEY (idcategories_fkey) 

media

idmembers INT PRIMARY KEY
m_name VARCHAR(45)
m_usernm VARCHAR(25) UNIQUE
m_pass VARCHAR(64)
m_email VARCHAR(50)

members

idcategories INT PRIMARY KEY 
category  VARCHAR(45)

categories

rating_date TIMESTAMP 
idmedia_fkey INT
idmembers_fkey INT
idrating_fkey INT(1)
PRIMARY KEY (idmedia_fkey, idmembers_fkey)
FOREIGN KEY (idmedia_fkey) 
FOREIGN KEY (idmembers_fkey) 
FOREIGN KEY (idrating_fkey) 

ratedmedia

idcomments INT PRIMARY KEY 
comment_txt VARCHAR(200)
comment_date TIMESTAMP
idmembers_fkey  INT
idmedia_fkey INT
FOREIGN KEY (idmedia_fkey) 
FOREIGN KEY (idmembers_fkey) 

comments

idrating INT(1) PRIMARY KEY
ratingtype VARCHAR(45)

rating

UC01 & UC02 both follow the same course of action as users are required to be logged 
in  for them to complete either operation.The rating function for different media on 
ConveyITs rating showcase website was a requirement for this assignment but we have 
also implemented a commenting systemwhich enables some interaction between reg-
istered members.

This can be a very useful not only for people to appraise and critique creative produc-
tions they see, but also as a forum for discussion of larger issues as well as a useful tool 
for collecting user feedback. It does require some curation by the administration.

In physics, a pulse is a single disturbance that moves through a medium from one point 
to the next point.
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Some areas of further exploration for this genre of website could include socially shar-
ing material and logging in through accounts which users use already.  Designing for 
emotions is something that is very current and so developing a colour coded mood rat-
ing could be a good avenue to explore. This  could shift the focus away from functional-
ity and towards user experience and interaction. 

Mobile device readiness could be a good point of focus dynamically altering the layout 
axploring another aspect of usability. Not only how and why but where and on what?
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